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An ongoing stream of experiences accompanies every waking 
moment. Sleep is the only time in which consciousness fades under 
normal physiological conditions: subjects awakened from sleep, 
especially early in the night, report that they were not experiencing 
anything up to 30% of the time1. At other times, subjects awakened 
from sleep report dreams—a stream of vivid experiences that occur 
despite being immobile, unresponsive and largely disconnected from 
the environment. Thus, unlike wakefulness, sleep can be associated 
with either the presence or absence of conscious experiences. In addi-
tion, experiences in dreams can assume many forms, ranging from 
pure perceptual experiences to pure thought and from simple images 
to temporally unfolding narratives, which are often similar to awake 
conscious states but at times can be different in interesting ways2,3.

The discovery of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep—the ‘third state 
of being’ besides wake and non-REM (NREM) sleep—led initially 
to a straightforward view of the neural correlates of dreaming4: the 
wake-like, high-frequency, activated electroencephalogram (EEG)5,6 
of REM sleep was thought to be associated with the presence of dream 
experiences and the low-frequency activity of NREM sleep with the 
absence of dreaming. However, later studies showed that up to 70% 
of NREM sleep awakenings yield reports of dream experiences1. 
Conversely, in a small but consistent minority of cases, subjects deny 
having had any experience when awakened from REM sleep. Thus, 
whether one experiences something or not during sleep cannot be 
determined simply by assessing one’s behavioral state based on tra-
ditional EEG features or neuroimaging correlates7,8. The paradoxical 
occurrence of both the presence and absence of experiences within 
the same behavioral state of sleep and across two very different kinds 
of sleep (NREM and REM) challenges our current understanding of 
the neural correlates of conscious experience in sleep.

Here we investigate the neural correlates of dreaming using  
a within-state model, in both NREM and REM sleep, by perform-
ing serial awakenings of subjects recorded throughout the night with 
high-density EEG (256 channels)9. The results highlight a posterior 
cortical hot zone where a local decrease in low-frequency EEG activ-
ity during both NREM and REM sleep is associated with reports of 
dream experiences upon awakening, whereas a local increase in low- 
frequency activity was associated with the absence of experience. These 
results hold for both a large group of naive subjects and a smaller group 
of individuals trained in dream reporting. We then show, in a separate 
group of subjects, that it is possible to predict whether an individual 
will report having dreamed or not in the course of an NREM episode 
by real-time EEG monitoring of this posterior hot zone. Finally, we 
show that the location of high-frequency EEG activity during dreams 
correlated with specific dream contents, such as thoughts, perceptions, 
faces, spatial setting, movement and speech.

RESULTS
Using a serial awakening model9, participants were awakened 
throughout the night and were asked to report whether, just before 
the awakening, they had been experiencing anything (dreaming expe-
rience, DE), experiencing something but could not remember the 
content (dreaming experience without recall of content, DEWR) or 
not experiencing anything (no experience, NE; Online Methods). If 
subjects reported a DE they were asked to describe its most recent 
content (‘the last thing going through your mind before the alarm 
sound’) and to rate it on a scale ranging from exclusively thought-
like (thinking or reasoning, with no sensory content) to exclusively 
perceptual (vivid sensory content, without thinking or reasoning)10. 
Finally, they had to estimate the duration of the most recent DE and 
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to report whether it contained specific categories of content, including 
faces, a spatial setting, movement and speech (example of reports are 
presented in Supplementary Table 1).

We studied two different populations in separate experiments. 
In experiment 1, we studied a large group of subjects who under-
went few awakenings (N = 32 subjects and 233 awakenings), while in 
experiment 2, we investigated a smaller group of trained subjects who 
underwent many awakenings (N = 7 subjects and 815 awakenings; 
Supplementary Table 2). Finally, in a third experiment, we tested 
whether, based on the results of the first two experiments, we could 
predict the presence or absence of dreaming in real time at the single 
trial level (N = 7 subjects and 84 awakenings).

Dreaming experience versus no experience: low-frequency power
First, we sought to determine whether and how low-frequency (1–4-Hz)  
activity changes between the presence and absence of conscious expe-
rience during sleep. EEG slow frequencies between 1 and 4 Hz dur-
ing sleep are associated with neuronal down-states and bistability11, 
which prevent the emergence of stable causal interactions among cor-
tical areas12 and have been linked to the loss of consciousness13,14. 
For this analysis, we focused on the first group of subjects (experi-
ment 1), because of the large number of subjects, and on stage N2 
sleep (NREM 2 sleep, as defined by standard scoring criteria), because 
the numbers of DE and NE reports in this stage were well balanced. 
By computing power spectral density at the source level within the 
1–4-Hz frequency band, we found that reports of DE, compared to 
reports of NE, had decreased low-frequency power. This decrease 
was restricted to a bilateral parieto-occipital region, encompassing 
the medial and lateral occipital lobe and extending superiorly to the 
precuneus and posterior cingulate gyrus (Fig. 1a). Experiment 2, in 
which awakenings were carried out in both N2 and N3 stage sleep, 
confirmed these results (Supplementary Fig. 1).

We then compared instances in which the subjects reported that 
they had dreaming experiences but were not able to recall the content 
of the experience (DEWR) with instances in which they reported 
being unconscious (i.e., having no experiences, NE). Reports of 
DEWR, contrasted to reports of NE, were again preceded by decreased 
low-frequency power in a parieto-occipital region highlighted by the 
DE–NE contrast (Fig. 1b; see Supplementary Fig. 2 for a conjunction 
map of the two contrasts). A contrast between DE and DEWR in the 
low-frequency range did not yield significant (P > 0.09) differences. 

Thus, decreased low-frequency power in this posterior cortical zone 
was associated with reports of dreaming experiences, irrespective of 
the ability to remember the contents of the experience.

Next, we asked whether the contrast between DE and NE would 
produce similar results during REM sleep, a state that is substantially 
different from NREM sleep in terms of EEG signatures (slow waves 
and spindles in NREM sleep; low-voltage fast activity in REM sleep4), 
neural activity (widespread bistability between down- and up-states 
in NREM sleep; mostly tonic depolarization in REM sleep6), neuro-
modulation (high acetylcholine in REM sleep; low in NREM sleep15) 
and regional activations7. Because of the rarity of NE reports in  
REM sleep (Supplementary Table 2), for this analysis we com-
bined the data of experiments 1 and 2 (N = 10 subjects). Despite  
the notable physiological differences between NREM and REM 
sleep states, we again found that brain activity associated with DE, 
as compared to NE, had reduced power in the 1–4-Hz band in a 
parieto-occipital region (Fig. 2a), which largely overlapped with the 
topography observed in NREM sleep (Fig. 2b). Thus, a decrease in 
low-frequency power in a posterior cortical hot zone was highlighted 
when individuals reported experiencing a dream compared with 
when individuals reported an absence of experience during sleep, 
irrespective of the ability to recall the experience and of behavioral 
state (NREM versus REM sleep).

Dreaming experience versus no experience: high-frequency power
We then investigated differences in high-frequency band power  
(20–50 Hz), since high EEG frequencies often reflect high rates of 
neuronal firing16,17 and may thus indicate brain regions that show 
increased activity. In NREM sleep, DEs, compared to NEs, were 
associated with increased high-frequency power in the same parieto-
occipital region that showed reduced low-frequency power. However, 
differences in high-frequency power extended superiorly and ante-
riorly to parts of the lateral frontal cortex and the temporal lobes 
(Fig. 3a; see also Supplementary Fig. 3 for better comparability with 
REM sleep in the 25–50-Hz range). DE with recall of content, com-
pared to DEWR, was associated with higher high-frequency power 
in medial and lateral frontoparietal areas (Fig. 3b). No differences 
in high-frequency power were found when comparing DEWR with 
NE (Supplementary Fig. 4). Finally, in REM sleep, DEs were more 
associated with increased high-frequency (25–50-Hz) power in fron-
tal and temporal regions, compared to NEs (Fig. 3c). Given the age 
variability in our sample, an additional repeated-measures ANCOVA 
was performed in the significant clusters, using this parameter as 

NREM sleep: dreaming experience
vs. no experience

LL 1–4 Hz
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1–4 HzLL RL
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DEWR < NE
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NREM sleep: dreaming experience
without recall of content vs. no experience

a b

Figure 1 Dreaming experience vs. no experience in NREM sleep (low-
frequency power). (a) Cortical distribution of t values for the contrast 
between DEs and NEs at the source level for low-frequency power (1–4 Hz)  
in NREM sleep (20 s before the awakening). P < 0.05, after correction for 
multiple comparisons (two-tailed paired t-tests, n = 32 subjects, t31 > 2.04.  
(b) Same as a but for the contrast between NE and DEWR (two-tailed 
paired t-tests, n = 20 subjects, t19 > 2.09). LL, left lateral view; RL, right 
lateral view; LM, left medial view; RM, right medial view.

REM sleep: dreaming experience
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LM
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RM LM
Overlap NREM REM
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RL LL

Conjunction: REM and NREM sleep
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Figure 2 Dreaming experience vs. no experience in REM sleep (low-
frequency power). (a) Cortical distribution of t values for the contrast 
between DEs and NEs at the source level for low-frequency (1–4-Hz)  
power in REM sleep (20 s before the awakening). P < 0.05 after 
correction for multiple comparisons (two-tailed paired t-tests, n = 10 
subjects, t9 > 2.26). (b) Conjunction maps: differences and overlaps 
compared to the same contrast performed in NREM sleep.
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nuisance covariate. A significant main effect of report type (DE, NE) 
was confirmed for both low-frequency (F1,30 = 9.39, P = 0.005) and 
high-frequency activity (F1,30 = 10.88, P = 0.003), while no significant 
effects of age emerged (low-frequency: F1,30 = 2.34, P = 0.14; high-
frequency: F1,30 = 1.80, P = 0.19).

To test whether our results were characterized by a significant hem-
ispheric lateralization, we computed a repeated-measures ANOVA 
using hemisphere and type of report (DE, DEWR, NE) as within- 
subject factors for all the contrasts (Online Methods and 
Supplementary Table 5). We did not find significant interactions 
between the type of report and hemisphere, except for a barely sig-
nificant right-sided lateralization (P = 0.046) for the high-frequency 
power contrast between DE and NE in REM sleep.

Absolute power values for DE and NE in the posterior hot zone are 
shown in Supplementary Figure 5. It should be noted that absolute 
low-frequency power values were higher in NREM sleep compared to 
REM sleep, although differences are comparable and were significant  
in both sleep stages (P < 0.05; Supplementary Fig. 5). It is likely that 
the absolute values in NREM sleep, although obtained from a region 

of interest (ROI) after source modeling the signal, were nevertheless 
influenced by high-amplitude slow waves in other parts of the cortex. 
Indeed, source modeling strongly reduces but does not completely 
eliminate the effects of volume conduction. Moreover, regularization  
methods commonly applied to reduce the influence of noise in EEG 
data introduce a ‘spatial smoothing’ of the EEG sources. Finally, the 
effect of slow-wave propagation, which occurs on a scale of tens 
to hundreds of milliseconds, is not affected by source modeling 
approaches and may contribute to the relatively high level of low-
frequency activity all over the cortical mantle and in brain areas that 
are not generating slow waves.

Dream content in REM sleep
We further investigated whether differences in high-frequency power 
could distinguish specific contents of DEs. For these analyses, we 
focused on REM sleep awakenings in trained subjects (experiment 2);  
because there were many intrasubject trials, reports were more 
detailed9 and subjects were more confident about their answers con-
cerning specific contents.

NREM sleep: dreaming experience
vs. no experience

LL 20–50 Hz RL

t score t score
2 4

DE > NE

LM RM

NREM sleep: dreaming experience
with vs. without recall of content

20–50 HzLL RL

2 4

LM

DE > DEWR

RM

REM sleep: dreaming experience
vs. no experience

LL 25–50 Hz RL

t score
2 4

LM

DE > NE

RM

a b c

Figure 3 Dreaming experience vs. no experience in NREM and REM sleep (high-frequency power). (a) Cortical distribution of t values for the contrast 
between DEs and NEs at the source level for high-frequency power (20–50 Hz) in NREM sleep (20 s before the awakening). P < 0.05 after correction for 
multiple comparisons (two-tailed paired t-tests, n = 32 subjects, t31 > 2.04). (b) Same as a but for the contrast between DE and DEWR in NREM sleep 
(two-tailed paired t-tests, n = 20 subjects, t19 > 2.09). (c) Same as a but for high-frequency power (25–50 Hz) in REM sleep (two-tailed paired t-tests, 
n = 10 subjects, t9 > 2.26).

Thinking and perceiving

LL RL LL RL

RMLMRMLM
–0.25 0.25

Perceiving
Correlation
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Thinking Correlation with perceiving score (P < 0.05)

Correlation with thinking score (P < 0.05)

Face
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LM

–2 s–4 s–6 s–8 s
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Fusiform face area
Face > No face Face = No face

Spatial setting

–8 s –6 s

Movement
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temporal sulcus
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parietal cortex
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Figure 4 The content of dream experiences in REM sleep. (a) Correlation between the thinking–perceiving score and 25–50-Hz power (last 8 s,  
n = 7 subjects). Left: mean Spearman rank correlation coefficients (n = 7 subjects). Right: significant voxels (P < 0.05, one-tailed permutation test,  
r > 0.14). (b) Left: 25–50-Hz power differences (DE with face minus DE without face). ROI contrast in the fusiform face area (FFA) (P = 0.023;  
one-tailed paired t-test, n = 7 subjects, t6 = 2.52). Right: FFA (red). (c) Upper row: 25–50 Hz average power differences between DEs with and without 
a spatial setting (n = 6 subjects, t5 > 2.57). Right: right posterior parietal cortex. Middle row: movement vs. no movement (n = 7 subjects, t6 > 2.45). 
Right: superior temporal sulcus. Bottom row: speech vs. no speech (n = 7 subjects, t6 > 2.45). Right: Wernicke’s area. Two-tailed paired t-tests;  
P < 0.05 (red) and P < 0.1 (yellow).
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Since dreams can differ greatly along the dimension ‘perception 
versus thought’10, subjects had been asked to rate their DEs accord-
ingly. We found that high-frequency activity correlated with the 
thinking dimension in frontal brain regions and with the perceiving 
dimension in parietal, occipital and temporal areas (P < 0.05; Fig. 4a).  
This anterior–posterior gradient suggests that in dreams, just like 
in wakefulness, anterior cortical regions mediate thought-like expe-
riences while posterior regions are involved in perceptual aspects  
of the experience.

We also examined specific perceptual categories of dream reports. 
As shown in Figure 4b, DEs containing faces, compared to DEs with-
out faces, were associated with increased high-frequency activity in 
a circumscribed temporo-occipital region that closely matched the 
fusiform face area. An ROI analysis (Online Methods) confirmed that 
high-frequency activity in the fusiform face area on the right side was 
significantly higher for DEs containing faces (P = 0.023, paired one-
tailed t-test) compared to DEs without faces, consistent with the spe-
cialization of this area in the perception of faces during wakefulness. 
Subjects were also asked to determine whether the setting of the most 
recent DE was indoors, outdoors or could not be specified. We found 
that DEs with a definite spatial setting were associated with increased 
high-frequency activity in the right posterior parietal cortex (Fig. 4c), 
an area involved in spatial perception and visuospatial attention and 
in which lesions can cause spatial neglect. This finding was confirmed 

by an ROI analysis (Online Methods; P = 0.023, paired one-tailed 
t-test). Furthermore, DEs in which subjects reported the sense of 
moving in the dream were associated with increased high-frequency 
activity in a region surrounding the right superior temporal sulcus 
(Fig. 4c), an area involved in the perception of biological motion 
and in viewing body movements. An ROI analysis confirmed this 
finding (Online Methods; P = 0.029, paired one-tailed t-test). Finally, 
as shown in Figure 4c, DEs containing speech were associated with 
increased high-frequency activity over a left posterior temporal region 
corresponding to Wernicke’s area, as confirmed by an ROI analysis 
(Online Methods; P = 0.048, paired one-tailed t-test). It should be 
noted that a statistical nonparametric mapping correction for multiple 
comparisons was not applied to whole-brain content-based analyses, 
because content-specific areas were expected to be highly spatially 
restricted. Instead, ROI analyses were used to confirm the specific 
hypotheses on the involvement of distinct content-related areas.

Real-time prediction of dream experience in NREM sleep
If a decrease in low-frequency EEG power and an increase in high-
frequency power in a posterior hot zone represents a reliable neural 
correlate of dreaming, it should be possible to predict whether a per-
son is dreaming or not in real time by detecting ongoing local EEG 
activations. Moreover, this should be the case even when the global 
EEG, as well as the local EEG in anterior areas, is characterized by 
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Figure 5 Real-time prediction of dream experience. (a) Left top: a model head with high-density EEG electrode positions (yellow dots) with electrodes 
used in the prediction algorithm marked in red (circled). Trace illustrates the transition from wake to NREM sleep (comprising stages N2 and N3). Middle: 
awakenings were performed in NREM when neural activity surpassed a bispectral threshold in low-frequency (LF; 0.5–4.5-Hz) and high-frequency (HF; 
18–25-Hz) power. Right: reports of dream experience (DE) or no experience (NE) were acquired on awakening and compared with the algorithm prediction. 
(b) DE trials had significantly lower LF activity and significantly higher HF activity in DE compared to NE prediction trials. The bottoms and tops of the 
boxes show the 25th and 75th percentiles (the lower and upper quartiles), respectively; the inner band shows the median; and the whiskers show the 
upper and lower quartiles ±1.5 × the interquartile range (IQR). Asterisks indicate significant differences (*P = 0.001; two-tailed t-test) between DE and 
NE trials. (c) Prediction accuracy for DE (55) and NE (27) trials. Asterisks indicate significant differences (*P < 0.001; one sample t-test two-tailed) 
between DE and NE prediction accuracy and chance (50%). (d) DE had a higher HF/LF power ratio compared to NE in cortical regions including bilateral 
occipital, medial and lateral parietal, medial temporal and inferior frontal cortex (P < 0.001; two-tailed paired t-test, FDR cluster corrected).
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the slow-wave activity typical of NREM sleep. To test this prediction, 
seven additional subjects slept in the sleep laboratory for three con-
secutive nights while high-density EEG was continuously recorded. 
Based on the findings of experiments 1 and 2, on the experimental 
(second and third) nights, participants were awoken from NREM 
sleep when their neural activity surpassed a bispectral threshold in 
low-frequency (0.5–4.5-Hz) and high-frequency (18–25-Hz) band 
power from an electrode cluster over the posterior hot zone (Fig. 5a 
and Online Methods; the 18–25-Hz range was used because it cap-
tures EEG activations while avoiding artifacts from eye movements or 
other sources during online EEG monitoring). In total, participants 
were awakened 84 times (mean: 12.0 ± 3.4; Supplementary Table 3).  
After removing trials containing artifacts (Online Methods), there 
remained 36 awakenings initiated by the algorithm with a DE pre-
diction, of which 33 were accurate (DE mean accuracy = 91.6%,  
P = 0.00001) and 26 awakenings with an NE prediction, of which 21 
were accurate (NE mean accuracy = 80.7%, P = 0.0003); total predic-
tion accuracy across all states was 87% (Fig. 5c). No interaction was 
observed between DE prediction and time of night (F1,6 = 1.35, P = 0.29).  
Confirming significant differences in EEG power in DE compared to 
NE trials in the prediction ROI, we observed significantly lower low-
frequency activity (P = 0.001) in DE (10.17 ± 2.5 µV2 per Hz (mean ± 
s.d.)) compared to NE (103.47 ± 38.16 µV2 per Hz) and significantly 
higher high-frequency activity (P = 0.001) in DE (0.14 ± 0.03 µV2 
per Hz) compared to NE (0.07 ± 0.02 µV2 per Hz) prediction trials 
(Fig. 5b and Supplementary Fig. 6). DE had a higher high-/low- 
frequency band-power ratio compared to NE (Supplementary Fig. 7),  
especially in cortical regions including bilateral occipital cortex, 
precuneus, right superior parietal lobule, right precentral gyrus, left 
superior and middle temporal sulcus, right lingual gyrus and left 
inferior frontal gyrus (P < 0.001, FDR cluster corrected; Fig. 5d and 
Supplementary Table 4).

DISCUSSION
The three experiments reported here highlight a parieto-occipital hot 
zone as the neural correlate of dreaming. When this posterior hot 
zone showed a decrease in low-frequency EEG activity—traditionally 
known as ‘EEG activation’5,6—subjects reported upon awakening that 
they did have dream experiences. By contrast, when low-frequency 
EEG activity increased in the same area, subjects reported that they 
had been unconscious. This result held true whether the subjects had 
been in NREM sleep or in REM sleep, irrespective of the dominant 
EEG activity over other cortical regions.

The influential notion that dreaming is virtually synonymous with 
REM sleep has dominated neuroimaging work for the past several 
decades7, despite the increasing number of studies suggesting that 
dream reports can be obtained from every stage of NREM sleep, albeit 
less often18. The frequent conflation of REM sleep with dreaming was 
eased by the marked similarities between the overall EEG of REM 
sleep and that of waking consciousness, and little attention was given 
to the rare reports of REM sleep awakenings that yielded no reports. 
Conversely, reports of dreaming from NREM sleep awakenings were 
hard to reconcile with EEG patterns characterized by slow-wave activ-
ity, which is the opposite of EEG activation5. Indeed, it has been sug-
gested that reports of dreaming after NREM awakenings were due 
to ‘covert’ REM sleep19 or even that neural activity in the cortex was 
unrelated to the presence or absence of consciousness20. The present 
results resolve these paradoxes by showing that in both REM and 
NREM sleep, dreaming and more generally, conscious experience 
during sleep require a localized activation of a posterior hot zone, 
irrespective of the EEG in the rest of the cortex. This explains why 

dreaming can occur in two behavioral states that differ radically in 
terms of global EEG signatures.

Of course, since the posterior hot zone was highlighted by averag-
ing EEG recordings preceding many awakenings from many subjects, 
the full neural correlates of experiences in sleep could occasionally 
include additional brain regions. For example, dreams that include 
insight into the dream state (‘lucid dreams’) or dreams in which an 
individual has some degree of control over the content of the dream 
may recruit additional areas of the frontoparietal cortex21,22. Also, 
when considering unthresholded t-maps (Supplementary Fig. 8), 
it is apparent that some cortical areas that do not reach significance 
in the contrast between DE and NE were nevertheless consistently 
and smoothly highlighted in both experiments 1 and 2. These areas 
include superior temporal and postcentral regions, as well the midc-
ingulate region, which is also highlighted by contrasts between highly 
thought-like and highly perceptual experiences in REM sleep (Fig. 4a).  
Conversely, we cannot rule out that the posterior hot zone may 
include, besides brain regions supporting experiences, areas that 
might support unconscious aspects of dream generation. However, 
many studies contrasting perceiving or not specific sensory stimuli 
during wakefulness (such as seeing or not seeing a face, an object,  
a place, a movement and so on) also point to regions within the pos-
terior hot zone23. EEG source modeling indicates that, in addition to 
low- and high-level sensory areas (primarily visual), the posterior hot 
zone prominently includes precuneus, posterior cingulate and retro-
splenial cortices: areas on the medial surface of the brain whose elec-
trical stimulation can induce a feeling of being ‘in a parallel world’24 
or disconnected from the environment in a ‘dream-like state’25  
and whose involvement in multisensory integration is well-suited to 
support both the virtual simulation of a world26 and the ‘immersive 
spatiotemporal hallucinations’27 that characterize dreams.

The posterior hot zone was also highlighted by the contrast between 
the absence of dream experience versus dream experiences without 
recall of specific contents of the experience. This finding further sug-
gests that the activation of this posterior hot zone was a marker of 
experiences themselves, rather than of the recall of experiences. The 
trustworthiness of subjective dream reports has often been called into 
question and has generated much controversy in the past. Indeed, it 
is particularly delicate to distinguish the absence of experience from 
the absence of memory of experiences in this context. Therefore, to 
reduce potential biases associated with collecting reports, we followed 
standardized experimental protocols. Specifically, to avoid interfering 
with dream recall or introducing variability in dream recall, subjects 
were always interviewed just after being awakened from a dream (short 
temporal lag) and in identical experimental conditions (lying on their 
back, with eyes closed, without the examiner entering the room). In 
addition, in experiment 2, subjects were trained in dream reporting 
so as not to introduce a ‘learning bias’ in recalling dream experiences. 
Our results, which show for the first time (to our knowledge) that 
reports of absent and forgotten dream experiences carry distinct EEG 
signatures, should encourage the current tendency to take subjective 
reports of conscious experience at face value, i.e., as the best inference 
to scientific explanation, provided that carefully designed experimen-
tal protocols are used27. In line with our results, both lesion studies and 
neuroimaging results indicate that specific contents of experiences are 
supported by posterior cortical areas28, while a different set of brain 
areas are involved in encoding and storing memories and in directing 
attention29. The results we obtained were also virtually identical in 
naive subjects (experiment 1) and in trained subjects (experiment 2), 
suggesting that they characterize a core correlate of dream experience 
rather than some other cognitive function.
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In our experiments, conscious experiences were consistently associ-
ated with low activity in the delta range (1–4 Hz) and the absence of 
experience with high delta activity in the posterior hot zone. During 
NREM sleep, EEG slow waves in the delta range reflect alternations 
between periods of depolarization (up-states), during which neurons 
can fire, and periods of hyperpolarization (down-states), during which 
neurons cease firing11. This bistability of membrane potential causes a 
breakdown in stable, causal interactions among cortical areas12, which 
are thought to be necessary for sustaining conscious experiences13,14. 
Recently, the occurrence of local slow waves has also been discovered 
during REM sleep, especially in the supragranular layers of primary cor-
tical areas30, adding to the evidence that neuronal activity during sleep 
can have a local component11. A global slowing of EEG activity into 
the delta range had been associated with loss of consciousness in many 
previous studies13,14,31,32. However, there are several situations in which 
subjects can be conscious and have experiences despite the presence of 
local and global slow-wave activity23,33,34, including of course NREM 
sleep itself, during which global slow-wave activity is present despite 
the frequent occurrence of dreaming. The present findings suggest 
that future work in patients with disorders of consciousness, epileptic 
seizures or under general anesthesia should examine the level of EEG 
activation in the posterior hot zone to uncover the possible occurrence 
of consciousness despite the loss of responsiveness.

In addition to differences in EEG low-frequency activity in the 
posterior hot zone, we found that this region also showed increased 
high-frequency activity when subjects reported dreaming experi-
ences during sleep. High-frequency activity usually reflects increased  
neuronal firing16. A plausible interpretation of this finding is that, as 
long as the posterior hot zone is not in a low-frequency mode that  
prevents experiences, the specific contents of experiences when 
dreaming are dictated by which specific groups of neurons fire strongly 
and which do not, just as in wake. Consistent with this, we found that 
specific contents of a subject’s REM sleep dream—such as thoughts, 
perceptions, faces, places, movement and speech—were associated 
with increased high-frequency EEG activity in specific cortical areas, 
which corresponded closely to those engaged during waking percep-
tion of the same contents. Although these differences extended only 
over a few voxels and were statistically weaker than the contrasts 
between DE and NE, their temporal distribution (maximal in the 2 s  
before the awakening) and spatial localization (similar to waking per-
ception of the same contents) strongly support our interpretation. 
In a recent functional MRI (fMRI) study, a pattern classifier trained 
while subjects perceived natural images during wakefulness35 was 
able to successfully decode specific content categories reported by 
subjects awakened at the transition between wakefulness and sleep. 
Our results with high-density EEG extend these findings beyond fall-
ing asleep to periods of consolidated sleep, providing further evidence 
that dream reports reflect conscious experience during sleep rather 
than confabulations upon awakening36,37.

Increased high-frequency activity associated with reports of dream-
ing experiences was also observed in areas extending beyond the  
posterior hot zone. Thus, increased high-frequency activity extended to 
some portions of prefrontal cortex during REM sleep dreaming, espe-
cially for thought-like experiences. Moreover, a frontal cluster (Fig. 3b)  
showed increase high-frequency activity during NREM sleep when 
contrasting experiences with and without recall of content, suggesting 
that this area may be important for recall of the content of the expe-
rience. Neuronal activity in the gamma range was initially linked to  
consciousness, but later studies have shown that consciousness and gamma 
activity can be dissociated23. For example, one can be aware of a stimulus 
whether or not it triggers gamma activity38, and gamma activity can be 

strong during general anesthesia in the presence of low frequency oscil-
lations39. However, recent studies have reported that gamma-band tran-
scranial alternating current stimulation is associated with higher scores 
on the revised coma scale recovery scale (CRS-R)40 or self-awareness  
during REM sleep dreams41, suggesting that high-frequency activity may 
indeed influence functions related to cognition or awareness. It is thus 
an open question whether high-frequency activity in a subset of pre-
frontal regions may contribute some specific contents to experience23, 
such as conscious thought or mind-wandering states42, emotional or 
motivational content43, metacognition44 or insight into one’s state (i.e., 
lucid dreaming)21,22. Alternatively, high-frequency activity in prefrontal 
regions may mediate cognitive functions that are unconscious but affect 
experience indirectly, such as encoding and storing long-term memories, 
deploying of attention, and planning and executing tasks.

Finally, this study suggests that dreaming may constitute a valu-
able model for the study of consciousness with implications beyond 
sleep. First, the direct comparison between consciousness (the  
presence of experience) and unconsciousness (the absence of expe-
rience) within the same behavioral state avoids confounding factors 
that limit the interpretation of between-states models. These confounds 
arise because, in studies contrasting wakefulness with sleep, anesthesia 
or coma, many other aspects of brain function besides consciousness 
change along with behavioral state changes45. Second, during sleep, 
subjects are largely disconnected from both environmental input and 
environmental output, meaning that in the majority of cases, sensory 
stimuli do not influence the content of experience2. Third, during sleep, 
subjects are not performing an experimental task, avoiding confounds 
caused by stimulus processing, response preparation and execution45.

An influential notion derived from neuroimaging studies contrast-
ing wake with NREM sleep, anesthesia or coma is that the neural cor-
relates of consciousness would correspond to a broad frontoparietal 
network46. This notion has been reinforced by findings indicating 
that the same frontoparietal network is activated when contrasting 
brain responses to the same stimuli when subjects reported see-
ing them or not47. However, lesion studies suggest that conscious-
ness persists after widespread frontal lesions23,48 and recent work 
controlling for confounding factors related to stimulus processing, 
attention and task performance have cast doubt on a central role 
of this frontoparietal network in supporting consciousness23,49,50. 
By exploiting a within-state, no-stimulus, no-task model, our find-
ings indicate that the neural correlate of consciousness, rather than 
involving the broad lateral frontoparietal network, may be restricted 
to a posterior hot zone.

METHODS
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated 
accession codes and references, are available in the online version of 
the paper.

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper.
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ONLINE METHODS
experiments 1 and 2. Procedure. The procedure used in this study has been 
described in detail in a previous publication9. Awakenings in the sleep laboratory 
were performed at pseudorandom intervals, irrespective of sleep stage, using a 
computerized sound that lasted 1.5 s, which was administered through E-Prime 
(Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA). Subjects were instructed to signal 
that they had heard the alarm sound and to lie quietly on their back. They then 
underwent a structured interview via intercom about their mental activity that 
lasted between 20 s and 3.5 min, depending on whether the subject reported 
a conscious experience and had to answer additional questions related to the 
content. Signed informed consent was obtained from all participants before the 
experiment, and ethical approval for the study was obtained from the University 
of Wisconsin–Madison Institutional Review Board. Data collection and analysis 
were not performed blind to the conditions of the experiments.

Study participants in experiment 1. Thirty-two healthy subjects (12 males, 
age 46 ± 13.3 years (mean ± s.d.), range 24–65 years), selected from a group 
of 69 subjects participating in a larger research project in our laboratory, were 
included in this experiment. Subjects were randomly selected from the subset of 
all participants that had at least one DE and NE report in NREM sleep during the 
same night. Among the 240 awakenings performed in these 32 subjects, 5 had to 
be excluded for technical problems and 2 because subjects were too somnolent 
upon awakening to answer questions reliably. Comparisons between DEWR–NE 
conditions and DE–DEWR conditions were performed in the subset of these 
participants (N = 20) that had all three types (DE, DEWR, NE) of report during 
the same night. In REM sleep, only 6 of the 69 participants presented both DE 
and NE. They were all included in the analysis.

Study participants in experiment 2. Seven healthy subjects were included in 
this experiment (3 males, age 31 ± 8.8 years (mean ± s.d.), range 21–47 years). 
None of the subjects in this experiment participated in experiments 1 or 3. The 
behavioral results of these subjects (i.e., dream recall rates and characteristics 
of dreams across sleep stages), but not the EEG results, have in part been 
described in a previous publication9. Data from experiments 1 and 3 has not 
been reported previously.

Study participants received comprehensive explanations regarding the ques-
tionnaire used in the experiment and filled it in at home every morning upon 
awakening for 2 weeks before the first study night. During this training phase, 
experimenters communicated repeatedly with the subjects to ensure that they 
were proceeding with the training and to answer any questions the subjects had 
regarding the questionnaire. Between five and ten overnight recordings were 
performed for each participant during the experiment, with a maximum of 
three consecutive nights. To increase the number of awakenings in REM sleep 
with respect to NREM sleep, two additional nights were scheduled for three  
of the subjects, in which awakenings were only performed in REM sleep. The  
total number of nights was distributed as follows among subjects: S1: 10 nights, 
S2: 8 nights, S3: 6 nights, S4: 5 nights, S5: 8 nights, S6: 6 nights, S7: 8 nights. 
Overall, 836 awakenings were performed, of which 5 had to be excluded because 
of technical problems and 16 because subjects were too somnolent upon awaken-
ing to answer questions reliably.

Sleep recordings. Recordings were made at the Wisconsin Center for Sleep and 
Consciousness. They were performed using a 256-channel high-density EEG 
(hd-EEG) system (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, Ore.). Four of the 256 
electrodes placed at the outer canthi of the eyes were used to monitor eye move-
ments; additional polysomnography channels were used to record submental 
electromyography. Sleep scoring was performed over 30-s epochs, according 
to standard criteria51.

Preprocessing of data for experiment 1. The signal corresponding to the 2 min  
preceding each awakening was extracted and considered for analysis. The EEG 
signal was sampled at 500 Hz and was offline bandpass-filtered between 1 and 
50 Hz for the NREM data and between 0.3 and 50 Hz for the REM data, to 
merge it with the REM data from experiment 2. The NREM EEG data was 
high-pass filtered at 1 Hz instead of lower frequencies, as there were strong 
sweating artifacts in some of the participants that caused intermittent high-
amplitude slow-frequency oscillatory activity around 0.3 Hz. REM data did not 
contain any sweating artifacts and was high-pass filtered at 0.3Hz. Channels  
containing artifacts were visually identified and replaced with data interpolated 
from nearby channels using spherical splines (NetStation, Electrical Geodesic 
Inc.). To remove ocular, muscular and electrocardiograph artifacts, we performed 

independent component analysis (ICA) using EEGLAB routines52. Only ICA 
components with specific activity patterns and component maps characteristic 
of artifacts were removed53.

Preprocessing of data for experiment 2. The signal corresponding to the 2 min 
preceding each awakening was extracted and considered for analysis. The EEG sig-
nal was sampled at 500 Hz and offline bandpass-filtered between 0.3 and 50 Hz for 
both NREM and REM data. Artifact removal was carried out as in experiment 1.

Signal analysis. Source localization. The previously cleaned, filtered and aver-
age-referenced EEG signal corresponding to the 20 s before the awakening was 
extracted and analyzed at the source level. Source modeling was performed using 
the GeoSource software (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, Ore.). A four-shell 
head model based on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) atlas and a stand-
ard coregistered set of electrode positions were used to construct the forward 
model. The source space was restricted to 2,447 dipoles that were distributed over  
7 × 7 × 7-mm cortical voxels. The inverse matrix was computed using the standard-
ized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA) constraint54.  
A Tikhonov regularization procedure was applied to account for the variability in 
the signal-to-noise ratio54. We computed spectral power density using the Welch’s 
modified periodogram method (implemented with the ‘pwelch’ function in Matlab 
(MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA)) in 2-s Hamming windows (8 segments, 50% over-
lap) to decompose the source signals into frequency bands of interest.

Statistical analysis. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample 
sizes, but our sample sizes were similar to those reported in previous studies 
in which sleep was assessed using high-density EEG recordings55,56. As within-
subject contrasts were carried out, no randomization in the organization of the 
experimental conditions was performed. Statistical analyses were carried out in 
Matlab. Statistical analyses and thresholds were selected based on (i) the statistical 
power of the contrast and (ii) the strength of the a priori hypothesis. To com-
pare brain activity between DE and NE, the source-modeled signal was averaged 
within the time periods and frequency bands of interest. We then averaged the 
signal associated with DEs and NEs within each subject and for each frequency 
band and stage (REM and NREM sleep) separately. Whole-brain group-level 
analyses on average absolute power values were performed separately for each  
frequency range. Due to the nature of high-density EEG, differences were expected 
to extend over a relatively large number of voxels. For this reason, a statistical anal-
ysis with a cluster-based correction for multiple comparisons was used (SnPM)57 
and a two-tailed t-test with a corrected P < 0.05 threshold was applied.

For analyses of content (faces, spatial setting, movement, speech), we used a 
more liberal threshold (P < 0.05, uncorrected, two-tailed paired t-tests), given 
that activations were expected in restricted cortical regions comprising only a 
few voxels. We first verified that the data were normally distributed using the 
Lilliefors modification of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (P > 0.05, t5 < 2.57 and 
t6 < 2.45, depending on the number subjects included in each contrast). For all 
planned comparisons (face, setting, movement, speech), a normal distribution 
was confirmed for the large majority of voxels (range 81.2–95.0%). Given the rela-
tive robustness of parametric t-tests to violations of normality and the relatively 
small percentage of voxels breaking this assumption, potential differences were 
assessed using two-tailed paired t-tests (P < 0.05).

Additional ROI-based analyses were performed as follows: ROIs were defined 
as 15-mm radius spheres centered on coordinates (for example, fusiform face 
area) obtained from previous imaging studies58–63. Then, high-frequency power 
values (25–50 Hz) were averaged within these ROIs and compared between con-
ditions (i.e., face versus no-face). Given the strong a priori hypothesis about the 
direction of the contrast (based on the results of the previous analysis), one-sided 
paired t-tests were used for these analyses. Larger ROIs (25-mm spheres) were 
used for the figures (Fig. 4) for better visibility. In the figures we opted to display 
both the P < 0.05 and the P < 0.1 significance levels to show that the activations 
were spatially smooth as opposed to random and thus were more likely to corre-
spond to neural activations. Since experience-related brain activity for the content 
of experiences was assumed to be very short-lived and subjects were specifically 
instructed to refer to the ‘very last’ experience before the alarm sound when 
reporting the presence of specific contents, we considered shorter timeframes 
before awakening when performing content-specific contrasts, ranging from  
0 to −8 s with respect to the awakening.
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To investigate the correlation between the thinking–perceiving score and high 
frequency power (25–50 Hz), we calculated the Spearman rank correlation coeffi-
cient for each subject and voxel and then averaged the resulting coefficients across 
subjects to obtain group-level correlation maps (Fig. 4). Statistical significance 
was determined using a permutation-based approach. Specifically, null distribu-
tions were generated for each voxel by randomly shuffling the two variables of 
interest (thinking–perceiving score and high-frequency power) in each subject 
and recalculating the group-level mean correlation (n = 1,000). A voxel-wise, 
parametric, one-sided t-test was subsequently performed (P < 0.05).

Selection of frequency bands. For low frequency power comparisons, we selected 
the 1–4-Hz band, as this frequency range is associated with the presence of slow 
waves, which have been linked to the loss of consciousness. Slow oscillations have 
been shown to exist not only in NREM sleep but also in in REM sleep30. For high-
frequency power comparisons, a slightly lower frequency range (20–50 Hz) was 
chosen for NREM sleep compared to REM sleep (25–50 Hz), given that NREM 
sleep is typically characterized by slower frequencies64. Frequencies above 50 Hz 
were not included in order to avoid muscle and powerline artifacts. Frequencies 
below 20 Hz were avoided because of the potential overlap with fast sleep spindles, 
which can reach 18 Hz65,66.

Hemispheric lateralization. To assess lateralization of findings, for each contrast 
we evaluated the potential difference in the number of voxels showing a sig-
nificant effect between the two hemispheres by calculating a lateralization index 
(LI) as described in67. To test for a statistically significant difference between the 
levels of activity observed in symmetrical areas across the two hemispheres, we 
calculated the relative difference in power spectral density (PSD) between two 
symmetrical ROIs including the voxels that showed a significant effect in the 
hemisphere characterized by the stronger LI but not on the contralateral side. In 
particular, we explored the potential interaction between hemisphere (left, right) 
and type of report (DE, NE, DEWR) using a repeated-measures ANOVA.

experiment 3. Study participants in experiment 3. Seven additional participants 
(4 men, 3 women; age 22 ± 4 years (mean ± s.d.), range 19–31 years) not included 
in experiments 1 or 2 were recruited for experiment 3. All participants were 
right-handed and had no history of neurological disorders. Signed informed 
consent was obtained from all participants before the experiment, and ethical 
approval for the study was obtained from the University of Wisconsin–Madison 
Institutional Review Board.

Sleep recordings. High-density EEG was continuously recorded overnight 
using a 64-electrode EEG cap (EasyCap, Herrsching, Germany) with equidis-
tantly spaced sintered Ag/AgCl ring electrodes. The signal was amplified using 
BrainAmp MR Plus amplifiers (16-bit analog-to-digital conversion; 0.5-µV 
resolution; ± 16.384-mV operating range; 5,000-Hz sampling; 0.1- to 250-Hz 
band pass; Brain Products, Munich, Germany) and transmitted via fiber-optic 
cables. Data recording during the baseline night was made with BrainVision 
Recorder (v. 1.20) software while data during experimental nights was read out 
in realtime, filtered (at 0.5–58 Hz) and relayed to custom Matlab scripts for online 
EEG power analysis using OpenVibe software68. EEG was digitized at an online 
sampling rate of 500 Hz and was referenced to the vertex. Electrode impedances 
were kept below 20 kΩ.

EEG data processing. Offline EEG data analysis was conducted with Matlab 
using the EEGLAB toolbox52 and custom scripts. Sleep recordings were re-staged 
offline according to standard criteria to verify online sleep staging51. EEG data 
was epoched at 60 s before each awakening, consistent with the time interval 
used for prediction (“Procedure,” below). Twenty epochs were removed from 
analysis due to the presence of EEG artifacts or because sleep stage could not be 
confirmed. Data were bandpass filtered between 0.5 and 58 Hz using a Hamming-
windowed sinc FIR filter. Bad channels were identified by visual inspection and 
interpolated using spherical splines. Spectral power density was computed using 
Welch’s modified periodogram method. Source localization was performed in 
Brainstorm69 with a noise-normalized estimate using standardized low-resolution  
brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA)54. Group-level analysis on EEG 
sources was conducted using the GLM framework implemented in SPM12 
(Wellcome Trust Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College 
London). Whole-cortex analyses were conducted, and correction for multiple 
comparisons was performed using topological FDR70 (cluster-forming threshold, 
P = 0.0005; cluster size threshold, P < 0.001; k = 100 vertices).

Procedure. Participants were invited to spend three consecutive nights in the lab. 
During the first night (baseline) they were allowed to sleep without interruption. 
Individual thresholds for low-frequency (1–4-Hz) and high-frequency (18–25-Hz)  
band power were computed from baseline night recordings by binning all 
NREM sleep into 60-s epochs and computing the top and bottom 15% thresh-
olds from the distribution for each band for each participant over the entire 
baseline night (Fig. 5a). We used 18–25-Hz power for the high-frequency power 
ROI because higher frequencies are more prone to artifact from eye movements 
and other sources71,72 and because applying ICA for artifact removal to data in 
an online fashion was technically challenging. On the experimental (second 
and third) nights, participants were awoken from NREM (sleep stage 2 or 3) 
when their neural activity surpassed a bispectral threshold in low- and high-
frequency band power from an electrode cluster centered over the posterior 
hot zone. To ensure a stable sleep stage had been reached, participants were 
required to be in NREM for a minimum of 120 s before the algorithm initiated 
an awakening. The bispectral threshold required that, for a DE prediction to be 
initiated, low-frequency power had to be less than or equal to the bottom 15% 
threshold, while high-frequency power had to simultaneously meet the top 
15% threshold for that subject. Likewise, for an NE prediction to be initiated, 
low-frequency power had to be greater than or equal to the top 15% threshold 
while high-frequency power had to simultaneously be less than or equal to 
the bottom 15% threshold for that subject. This procedure was motivated by 
the results of experiments 1 and 2, and was intended to predict the presence of 
DE during time epochs in which the cortex was not only not bistable but also 
displayed correlates of neural firing (and vice versa for predictions of NE13,16). 
Upon awakening, participants completed a short version of the sleep question-
naire used in experiments 1 and 2.

Post hoc statistical analyses were performed to confirm the posterior maximum 
of the low-frequency/high-frequency differences. Because extreme ratios were 
compared, statistical differences were expected to be much stronger in this experi-
ment than in experiments 1 and 2. For this reason, a more stringent threshold 
was used (P < 0.001, FDR cluster corrected). This analysis confirmed the poste-
rior maximum of the low-frequency/high-frequency differences. For an analysis 
with SnPM correction with the same threshold than in experiments 1 and 2, see 
Supplementary Figure 7.

data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available 
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. Code was written using 
standard Matlab functions and freely available toolboxes (Brainstorm, EEGLAB). 
It is available upon reasonable request.
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